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FUEL EFFICIENT CRANE SYSTEM

An improvement on the traditional system for use in more

complex systems is available in which the generator fre
quency and voltage is decoupled from the DC bus voltage. In

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

these systems, an active converter operating solid state
switches under PWM control maintains the DC bus voltage at

The present application is a National Stage application
under 35 USC §371 of Application No. PCT/US09/56646,
?led Sep. 11, 2009, the disclosure of which is hereby incor
porated by reference herein in its entirety.

the rated level regardless of the generator speed (and AC bus
voltage). In such systems, a separate inverter is provided to
supply the auxiliary loads with the constant voltage and fre

quency they need. This system offers improved ef?ciency
over the traditional one but increases the initial co st by requir
ing the active converter to function as a separate inverter to

TECHNICAL FIELD

supply auxiliary loads. A controller is included which deter
The subject invention relates generally to a system for
providing a fuel ef?cient crane system. More speci?cally, the
system permits variable speed operation of a crane system
generator used to provide fuel savings by relying on a diode
converter to supply the main DC bus of the system.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

mines the required engine speed by computing the total power

20

Mobile crane systems often rely on combustion engines

(CE) coupled to AC generators in order to supply the energy
needed to operate. It is advantageous to operate such systems
in the most ef?cient manner possible in order to minimize fuel
costs and pollution. It is the nature of these systems that the
power demanded of the generator varies widely over a period
of time. For a very large percentage of the time, relatively

25

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
30

The present invention relates to a system and method for
use with a crane to produce varying AC voltage to control at
least one load. The engine is coupled to a generator the vary

use, the generator system is operating much below its design

rating.
The ef?ciency of a generator system is determined by its

What is needed is a fuel ef?cient crane power system with

lower initial set-up and running costs and higher long-term
reliability than any currently available.

small amounts of power are needed, but when the time comes

to lift the load, a large surge in power is required. The gen
erator system selected must be rated to meet the peak demand
requirement. As a result, for a large percentage of the time in

required by all the connected loads. FIG. 2 provides a sche
matic diagram of a one-line system of this type. In this varia
tion, combustion engine 200 is coupled to generator 205
which supplies power along AC bus 210 to active IGBT
converter 215 and further supplies power along DC bus 220 to
separate inverters 225, 230, 235, 240 and 245 which are
connected, respectively, to loads such as resistor bank 250
which functions as a dynamic braking resistor to dissipate
excess energy, hoist motor 255, gantry motor 260, trolley
motor 265 and auxiliary loads 270.

35

ing AC output voltage of which is converted by a diode
converter into varying DC voltage delivered along a DC bus

design and operating point. As regards design, larger systems

line to separate inverters each connected by a separate AC bus

have higher losses and higher ef?ciencies when losses are

line to a separate load. A master controller may be used to

stated in kW and ef?ciencies are stated as a percentage. Once

manage the speed of the engine and the power delivered by

a system is selected, however, the only way to optimize ef?
ciency is to control the operating point at which the system is
operated. In any generator system, losses increase with the

each inverter to the respective load to which that inverter is
40

rotational speed of the system. Therefore, ef?ciency is opti
mized by operating the system at the lowest possible speed
that will allow production of the required power.
In systems used by mobile cranes, the electrical loads

connected in response to speed change commands input into
the master controller by an operator. The method relates a way

to provide power from a variable speed combustion engine to
loads on a crane. The method uses motor load speed to gen
45

attached to the AC generator system include a converter sup

erate a ?rst engine speed command and load power require
ments to generate a second engine speed command. The

higher of the ?rst and second engine speed commands is

plying a DC bus with one or more inverters attached. Each

selected as the actual engine speed command and used as a

inverter in turn supplies power to the different motors of the
crane system. Finally, auxiliary AC loads must be accounted

basis for issuing an engine fuel command to the engine.
Alternatively, a method for issuing digital ?xed speed com
mands is also disclosed.

for which control, for example, lights, crane cabin controls

50

and air conditioners.
In the traditional system, the generator is operated at a
constant speed in order to provide a constant voltage and

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages of

frequency to the load. Having a constant speed and voltage

greatly simpli?es the design of the electrical system and

55

allows it to be operated in a straight forward manner. This
approach leads on the one hand to the lowest initial cost and

high performance but on the other hand to lower ef?ciency. A
schematic diagram of a one-line diagram of this type of sys
tem is shown in FIG. 1. In this system, the DC bus voltage is
directly dependent on the AC bus voltage as indicated by the

drawings, in which
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a known one-line tradi
tional system in which a generator for a mobile crane is
60

operated at a constant speed.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a known one-line system

in which the generator frequency and voltage are decoupled
from the DC bus voltage.

formula DCIAC (line-line rms)><1.35. Combustion engine
100 is coupled to generator 105 which supplies power along
an AC bus 110 to auxiliary loads 115 and through diode
converter 120 along a DC bus 125 to inverters 130, 135 and
140 which are connected, respectively, to loads such as hoist
motor 145, gantry motor 150 and trolley motor 155.

the invention will be better understood from the following
detailed description of the invention with reference to the

65

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the basic components of
the system of this invention.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the process by which the
master control of this invention operates.

US 8,718,881B2
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FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an alternative process by
which the master control of this invention operates.
FIG. 6 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a ?rst arrange

speed change in one or more of the load motors 355, 360 and

365 at 405 by generating a command calling for such changes
The speed of each respective load motor is selected at 410 in
order to satisfy the operator. A ?rst interpolator accesses a

ment for providing nearly constant AC voltage to auxiliary

stored ?rst data table at 412 in order to select a ?rst appropri
ate speed for engine 300 at 415 based on the speed of the load
motor. The selected speed is subject to clamping at 417 such
that it falls between a low limit, such as the engine idle speed,

loads connected to a mobile crane.

FIG. 7 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a second

arrangement for providing nearly constant AC voltage to
auxiliary loads connected to a mobile crane.

and a high limit, such as the highest rated engine speed,
although different low and high limits may be optionally

FIG. 8 is a simpli?ed schematic diagram of a third arrange

ment for providing nearly constant AC voltage to auxiliary

chosen. For example, if the load motor controls a hoist and the

loads connected to a mobile crane.

hoist is being lowered, the load motor speed becomes nega
tive so that the respective required engine speed is equal to its
low limit which is typically its idle speed. This function is
repeated for all motors sharing the same DC bus by determin

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The system of this invention combines components of the
systems of the prior art discussed above and adds a master
controller device to achieve a goal of allowing the AC and DC

ing at 420 whether a speed for all load motors has been

bus voltages to vary according to the generator speed and

load motors is then designated at 422 as a ?rst engine speed
command Linear interpolation of data table values is used for
this function as such a table is easily adjusted in the ?eld and
a closed form solution is often complex. The ?rst data table in
this case re?ects the fundamental relationship between the

controlling the generator speed optimally such that the
required voltage and power are only provided when needed.
FIG. 3 presents a schematic diagram of the components of
this new system in which combustion engine 300 is coupled
by a solid shaft to generator 305 which supplies power along
AC bus 310 to diode converter 315 and further supplies power
along a common DC bus 320 to separate inverters 325, 330,
335, 340 and 345 which are connected, respectively, to loads

selected. The maximum engine speed selected for any of the

20

load motor voltage needed at any speed and the engine speed.
For example, the hoist voltage may go from zero to the high
25

est rated voltage as the motor accelerates to 50% of its top

speed. This is sometimes known as the base speed of the

such as dynamic resistor bank 350 or a similar load for dis

motor. Then from base speed to top speed the voltage require

sipating or storing excess energy, hoist motor 355, gantry
motor 360, trolley motor 365 and auxiliary loads 370. In
another variation multiple diode converters are supplied each

ment remains relatively ?at. The load motor torque for each
motor is monitored together with the selected motor speed at
30

423 in order to calculate the load motor power demand at 425

with one or more inverters attached. Inverters 325, 330, 335,

according to the formula PowerITorquexSpeed. After torque

340 and 345 and diode converter 315 may be of any kind
known in the art so long as their speci?cations are capable of

load motor power demand for all motor loads connected to the

is calculated for each load motor, as determined at 426, the

handling the requirements of the loads to which they are
connected. Master control 375 issues command instructions
to combustion engine 300 and to those inverters connected to
motorized loads such as hoist motor 355, gantry motor 360
and trolley motor 365 in response to operator inputs 380.
These instructions function to control the speed of generator
305 within a range between the idle speed of combustion

same DC bus is added to the power required by the auxiliary
35

from the rated power capacity of engine 300. A second inter
polator accesses a second stored data table at 437 in order to
40

engine 300 and its rated speed.
Consequently, the voltage and frequency of AC bus 310
also varies within the same range. Furthermore, use of diode
converter 315 causes the voltage of DC bus 320 to also vary
within that same range. Since the power available from

300 is determined at 445 by selecting the higher of the ?rst
45

to a torque calculation made at 455 according to the formula
50

Torque :Power/ Speed which is fed forward for this purpose.

55

The ?nal torque command is then sent to an engine control
module at 465 and used to set and issue the engine fuel
command at 470. Actual engine speed is monitored at 475 and
then fed back to be used as updating data at 455 in calculating
torque. The process then returns to 405 to await further opera

develop and, therefore the maximum speed of any motor,
such as 355, 360 and 365 connected to that inverter. This

second factor also requires regulation of the speed of engine

tor commands.

Some combustion engines cannot accept a continuously
variable torque or speed command due to the simplicity of
their engine control or their mechanical design. Systems con

delivered to load motors 355, 360 and 365 can be satis?ed.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the process by which master
control 375 satis?es these functions. At 400, data tables and
data relating to the speed, power and torque ratings, as appro

60

priate, of engine 300, generator 305, load motors 355, 360 and
365 and auxiliary loads 370 are loaded into and stored in a

programmable logic controller. An off-the-shelf type of
known programmable logic controller which is interfaced
with an engine control module may be used to perform all of
the operations described below. The crane operator calls for a

engine speed and the second engine speed. An engine torque
?gure is simultaneously calculated from the engine speed
command at 450 by a proportional integral regulator based on
the speed request output from 445. This ?gure is added at 460

voltage on DC bus 320, there is a limit on the maximum AC

300 such that the required output voltage can be achieved.
Master Control 375 resolves these two problems.
A master control system may be used to manage the speed
of engine 300 such that demands for both speed and power

select a second appropriate speed for engine 300 at 440. The
data in this second data table represents the relationship
between engine speed and engine power capacity which are

inherent qualities of engine 300. An actual speed for engine

engine 300 is directly related to its operating speed, two
problems are presented. First, the speed of engine 300 must be
regulated to achieve the desired power. Second, at any given
output voltage any inverter such as 330, 335 and 340, can

AC loads 370 in order to obtain a total power demand at 430.
This total power demand is clamped to between a maximum
and a minimum power level range at 435 which is derived

65

trolling such engines will sometimes accept one or more
digital inputs which correspond to one or more ?xed speeds.
In these cases it is necessary to modify the master control 375
so that it activates digital speed commands based on the

commanded speed. FIG. 5 presents a schematic diagram of
the process by which the operation of master control 375 can
be modi?ed to meet this requirement. At 500, data tables and
data relating to the speed, power and torque ratings, as appro

US 8,718,881 B2
5
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priate, of engine 300, generator 305, load motors 355, 360 and

generally determined by the equation Vac t:m* \/(3/2) *VdC/

365 and auxiliary loads 370 are loaded into and stored in a

2. In this equation Vdc is the voltage of theDC bus and “m” is
the modulation index presented to the pulse width modulator
incorporated in inverter 345. This formula expresses the func

programmable logic controller. As in the case of the embodi
ment of FIG. 4, an off-the-shelf type of known programmable
logic controller which is interfaced with an engine control
module may be used to perform all of the operations
described below. The crane operator calls for a speed change

tion of the hardware in that it can create an output voltage
based on a DC voltage and a modulation index. In most

voltage source inverters, the DC bus voltage is ?xed or nearly

in one or more ofthe load motors 355,360 and 365 at 505. The

so. Consequently, their output voltage is directly determined

speed of each respective load motor is selected at 510 in order
to satisfy the operator. A ?rst interpolator accesses the same

by the modulation index created in the inverter. In the case of

stored ?rst data table at 512 as in FIG. 4 in order to select a ?rst

appropriate speed for engine 300 at 515 based on the speed of

causing an undesirable variation effect on the output AC
voltage of the inverter. There are three alternative solutions to

the load motor. Also as in the case of the embodiment of FIG.

this problem.

4, the selected speed is subject to clamping at 517 on the same
basis. This function is repeated for all motors sharing the
same DC bus by determining at 520 whether a speed for all
load motors has been selected. The maximum speed selected
for any of the load motors is then designated at 522. The load
motor torque for each motor is monitored together with the
selected load motor speed at 523 in order to calculate the load
motor power demand at 525 according to the formula

the systems disclosed above, the DC bus voltage is varying

FIG. 6 illustrates in simpli?ed schematic diagram form a

?rst arrangement for providing nearly constant AC voltage
output from inverter 345. This diagram eliminates depiction
of all of the other inverters, loads and the master control
shown in FIG. 3 but otherwise applies to that system. The
diagrams presented below in FIGS. 7 and 8 are similarly
20

simpli?ed. In this approach, the desired AC voltage output
from inverter 345 is used as a reference voltage which is

PowerITorquexSpeed. After torque is calculated for each

divided by a feedback signal from sensor 600 representing the

load motor, as determined at 526, the load motor power
demand for all motor loads connected to the same DC bus is

variable DC bus voltage in order to create a normalized modu
lation index to present to the modulator inherent in inverter

added to the power required by the auxiliary AC loads 370 in

25

power capacity of engine 300. At 537, a second interpolator
accesses a second stored data table in order to select a second 30

appropriate speed for engine 300 at 540. The data in this

second data table represents the relationship between engine
speed and engine power capacity which are inherent qualities
of engine 300. An actual speed for engine 300 is determined
at 545 by selecting the higher speed command to optimize

sensor 700 is installed at the output of inverter 345 to detect

35

FIG. 8 illustrates in simpli?ed schematic diagram form a

third arrangement for providing nearly constant AC voltage
output from inverter 345. In this approach, DC bus voltage
40

320 is ?xed at its lowest level according to the minimum

45

voltage ofAC bus 310 by use of thyristor 800. DC bus voltage
320 would be detected by DC voltage bus sensor 805 and fed
back to voltage controller 810 to be compared against a DC
bus voltage reference which represents the desired DC bus
voltage. Voltage controller 810 issues a DC bus voltage com

idle speed, the engine idle speed is converted into a digital

optimized by considering the generator ?eld excitation con
trol. The output voltage of the generator is the product of its
rotational speed and the ?ux produced in the machine by the

mand to thyristor ?ring angle controller 815. Simultaneously,
sensor 820 detects either the AC voltage or frequency of AC
bus 310 and sends that data to AC line voltage phase locked

loop (PLL) 825. Firing angle controller 815 combines the
50

be ?xed at approximately DC:1.357*V1. In this case the
55

angle would be retarded in order to maintain a constant DC

sible to increase voltage up to 20% at any speed which is still
60

modulation index becomes essentially constant as well.
The control system described above can be applied to
hydraulic systems as well as electrical systems. In the hydrau
lic system, generator 305 is replaced with a pump and load
motors 355, 360 and 365 are replaced with hydraulic motors.

65

In such systems, the maximum speed of the hydraulic motor
is limited by the available hydraulic pressure. The electrical
and hydraulic systems are analogous in that the controller
must select the engine speedbased on the load power required
and the maximum speed of any of the connected load motors.

combustion engine.
One further issue remains to be resolved. Auxiliary AC
load 370 must be supplied with a ?xed or nearly ?xed AC

voltage by inverter 345 in order to operate properly. However,
inverters which are controlling their output voltage rather
than current, as is the case for inverter 345, are faced with a

problem in this regard. The output voltage of inverter 345 is

?ring angle of thyristor converter 800 would be fully
advanced. Then, as the AC voltage began to rise, the ?ring
bus voltage. With the constant DC bus voltage the inverter

advantageous as it relieves some of the constraint on master

control 375 as it seeks the lowest possible speed for the

data from PLL 825 and voltage controller 810 to issue a ?ring

angle command to thyristor 800 For example, if the minimum
AC line-to-line voltage is Vl then the DC bus voltage would

generator ?eld. It is customary for the generator to include a
controller which regulates the ?eld current. The ?eld current
controller can be used to increase the generator output voltage

in order to partially compensate for the lower speed operation
of engine 300. While it usually is not possible to completely
compensate for the lower operating speed, it is typically pos

to the voltage controller of inverter 345 in order to automati
cally adjust the modulation index of inverter 345 as the DC

bus voltage changes.

ef?ciency based on a comparison of the speed command sent

?xed speed command at 560. In either case, the digital com
mand is sent to the engine control module and used to set and
issue the engine fuel command at 570. The process then
returns to 505 to await further operator commands.
The system and method of this invention can be further

second arrangement for providing nearly constant AC voltage
output from inverter 345. In this approach, output voltage
the AC output voltage 705 directly. This data is then supplied

by the ?rst interpolator and that sent by the second interpo
lator. A threshold comparison is performed at 550 to deter
mine whether the selected speed command is greater than the
idle speed of engine 300 or any of the other available speed
points. If so, that selected speed is converted into a digital
?xed speed command at 555 and, if equal to or less than the

345. Alternatively, any other signal which is proportional to
the DC bus voltage may be used such as AC input voltage or
AC input frequency from optional sensor 605 or the speed of
generator 305 from optional sensor 610.
FIG. 7 illustrates in simpli?ed schematic diagram form a

order to obtain a total power demand at 530. This total power
demand is clamped to between a maximum and a minimum
power level range at 535 which is derived from the rated
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engine speeds and between engine speeds and engine power
capacities is known, comprising:

The system described above may also be implemented in a

variety of variations including a plurality of the elements
disclosed. Thus, one or more engines 300 could be coupled to

selecting a motor load speed;
generating a ?rst engine speed command based on inter

one or more generators 305 producing AC voltage on one or
more AC bus lines 310 connected to one or more diode con

polation of data representing the relationship between

verters 315 providing DC voltage along one or more DC bus

motor voltages of the motor load and engine speeds;
determining the power required by the motor load;
further generating a second engine speed command based
on interpolation of data representing the relationship
between engine speeds and engine power capacities;
choosing the higher of the ?rst engine speed command and
the second engine speed command;

lines 320 to one or more loads of the types described above.

The foregoing invention has been described in terms of the
preferred embodiment. However, it will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that various modi?cations and variations can

be made to the disclosed apparatus and method without
departing from the scope or spirit of the invention. The speci
?cation and examples are exemplary only, while the true

issuing an engine fuel command to the engine based on the

scope of the invention is de?ned by the following claims.

chosen engine speed command; and
thus selecting the minimum engine speed required to pro

What is claimed is:
1. A system for use with an operator supervised crane

duce the minimum DC voltage and power required to
operate the motor load at said selected motor load speed,

enabling a variable speed combustion engine to produce vary
ing AC voltage to control at least one load comprising:
a variable speed generator directly coupled to and driven

directly by the engine having a speed corresponding to

wherein further the motor load operates at a variable

DC bus to the variable speed motor load.
7. The method of claim 6 wherein generating is followed

the speed of the engine and producing a variable AC

voltage output;

by:

a ?rst AC bus line connected on one end to the output of

clamping said ?rst engine speed command to within a

said generator;
a diode converter producing a variable DC voltage having
an input and an output wherein the input thereof is con
nected to the opposing end of said ?rst AC bus line;

predetermined range.

25

8. The method of claim 6 wherein determining is followed

by:

a variable voltage DC bus line connected on one end to the

output of said diode converter;
at least one inverter each having at least one input and an
output wherein an input of each one thereof is connected

speed and the power is provided along a variable voltage

20

30

further clamping said power to within a predetermined
range.
9. The method of claim 6 wherein choosing is followed by:
further determining engine torque based on the chosen

engine speed command.

to said variable voltage DC bus line;

10. A method for controlling the speed of a variable speed

at least one second AC bus line each of which is separately
connected on one end to the output of a separate one of

combustion engine directly coupled to a generator providing

said at least one inverter; and
at least one variable speed motor load each of which is
connected to the opposite end of one of said separate
second AC bus lines.

35 power along a DC bus to at least one motor load on a crane

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising master control
means for managing the speed of the engine and for control

been requested for at least one of the motor loads, comprising:
selecting motor speeds for each of the at least one motor

wherein data representing the relationships between motor

voltages and engine speeds and between engine speeds and
engine power capacities is known and a speed change has
40

load to satisfy the speed change request;

ling the power delivered to each of said at least one motor

loads along the respective at least one separate secondAC bus

generating an engine speed command for each of the at

line to which each of said at least one motor load is connected
wherein said master control means is connected to the engine
and to an input of each of said at least one inverter and wherein
further said master control means is responsive to operator

resenting the relationship between motor voltages of the
motor load and engine speeds;
clamping each engine speed command to within a prede

least one motor load based on interpolation of data rep
45

inputs.

termined range;

designating the highest of the engine speed commands as

3. The system of claim 1 further comprising braking means
for dissipating or storing excess energy connected through a
separate secondAC bus line to the output of one of said at least

the ?rst engine speed command;
50

determining the total power required by all of the at least

one inverter.

one motor load;

further generating a second engine speed command based
on interpolation of data representing the relationship

4. The system of claim 1 further comprising:
an auxiliary load connected to one end of one of the at least

constant voltage delivery in order to function properly;

between engine speeds and engine power capacities;
choosing the higher of the ?rst engine speed command and
the second engine speed command;

and

issuing an engine fuel command to the engine based on the

one separate second AC bus line wherein said auxiliary
load has a known requirement for constant or nearly

constant voltage regulating means for ensuring that said
auxiliary load is supplied with constant or nearly con
stant voltage from the inverter to which said auxiliary
load is connected through said second AC bus line.

55

chosen engine speed command; and
thus selecting the minimum engine speed required to pro
duce the minimum DC voltage and power required to

60

operate the at least one motor load at each of said

selected motor load speeds,

5. The system of claim 1 wherein one of said motor loads is

wherein further each motor load operates at a variable

a hoist motor.

speed and the power is provided along a variable voltage

6. A method for controlling the speed of a variable speed

combustion engine directly coupled to a generator providing
power along a DC bus to a motor load on a crane wherein data

representing the relationships between motor voltages and

65

DC bus to each variable speed motor load.
11. The method of claim 10 wherein generating is followed

by:
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clamping each engine speed command to within a prede
termined range.
12. The method of claim 10 wherein determining is fol

lowed by:
further clamping the total power for all of the at least one 5
motor loads to within a predetermined range.

13. The method of claim 10 wherein choosing is followed

by:
further determining engine torque based on the chosen
engine speed command.
10
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